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   Most people are aware that radio waves can be sent down to their homes or computers, from satellites, for the purpose of internet 
access. But most people are not aware that these technologies can be criminally used – that beams of radio waves (microwaves) can 
also be directed into human beings to disrupt brain and body functions in ways that can range from mild to lethal. Radio waves shot 

into the human brain can inflict mental numbness and confusion, unusual mood swings and mind control - brainwashings. Radio waves shot 
into other parts of the body can cause physical illnesses like fatigue, joint pain, lupus, cancers, lung inflictions, heart attacks, brain 
damage...etc. I understand how difficult it may be to believe that this is happening, but please give it the benefit if your doubt. What's 
happening is so outrageously inhumane that a natural response can be to slip into shocked denial, overwhelm, or blind disbelief, but this 
situation needs your awareness and attention. This is a crisis that is already hurting humanity in many ways. It is a technological 
holocaust that needs to be more fully realized and stopped as quickly as possible. 

  There is documented scientific proof that experiments, on the effects of radio waves (microwaves), being shot into the human body, began 
around the early 1900s by scientists like Nicola Tesla. Around 1961 President John F. Kennedy exposed this crisis to media officials saying, 
“Today no war has been declared - and however fierce the struggle may be, it may never be declared in the traditional fashion. Our 
way of life is under attack... we are opposed, around the world, by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies primarily on 
covert means… There is no escaping either the gravity or the totality of its challenge to our survival and to our security - a challenge 
that confronts us in unaccustomed ways in every sphere of human activity." This is NOT A “COMSPIRACY THEORY.” It has been 
happening for decades. Most people just are not aware of it. Hints of it leaked into the mainstream media in the 1970s when part of the 

MKULTRA and Russia’s microwaving of the American Embassy were reported, but not much has been reported since then.  
  The worst of the technological targeting is mind control, which is aided by certain types of pharmaceuticals that have been being heavily 
pushed upon humanity and were even reported to have been found in USA public drinking water supplies in 2008. Though the immediate 
effects of technological mind control may be virtually unnoticeable to most people, the long term effects could be devastating for all of humanity 
if it is not immediately stopped, especially that which is performed on children – humanity’s future. When we are not allowed to freely think and 
feel we cannot fully follow our own instincts and Hearts and our natural process of personal growth is impeded and this is too damaging to be 
allowed to continue any longer.  
   The computerized infiltration of people’s minds may sound impossible to many, but it is a devastating reality to even some of them. Veteran 
Author, Jim Keith had stated that, "Brain-computer radio communication has long been considered impossible by the majority of 
people and has consequently been relegated to science-fiction, but the fact is that the technology had been developed into reality by 
at least the 1960s…”  
   The technological mind control is a covert enslavement of humanity which must be stopped as quickly as possible. It has been being 
performed on unaware people in the secret shadows of a global covert war for decades now. The late Philip Coppens reported that "In April 
1953, CIA Allen Dulles gave a lecture at Princeton University, detailing Soviet developments in the field of mind control. He stated 
they were out to control the mind of free men, both individually and collectively. . . Dulles proclaimed that the Cold War was moving 
into a new era of psychological warfare, which Dulles characterized as the battle for men's minds. "We might call it in its new form 
brain warfare.” Many blame only “the government,” but victims of technological mind control, and other forms of microwave targeting, include 
government personnel and media, as well as common citizens. The sadistic mind control programming appears to be pitting government and 
citizens, as well as family members, against each other and this cannot have a good result if it is allowed to continue. We should be standing 
up for each other, instead of fighting against each other, since we are all in this together. There are privately owned satellites “for internet 
purposes,” And there probably are other privately owned space and ground based technologies as well. The field of medicine, from 
psychiatry and dental to universities and hospitals appear to be heavily involved in the targeting and it is very possible that many of 
the physical and mental illnesses, which are inflicted with radio waves (microwaves) being shot into our bodies, could be for the 
purpose of financial gain through the sale of pharmaceuticals. . . some of which may also contain the compounds that aid 
technological mind control.  

   Part of the sadistic technological targeting includes the torturing of heavily Targeted Individuals who are suffering indescribably. Within the 
covert war, unaware citizens and mind control victims have been being lured into, or targeted/tortured into, a sadistic covert program, which 
uses them to help technologically target or harass or recruit fellow citizens, sometimes under the guise of it being good or “help.” There appear 
to be false covert “rescues” of isolated and tortured Targeted Individuals, which lead to complete enslavement of those of us who are thought 
to be missing or dead. Please help spread the word on this. Public awareness can stop the recruiting process and deliver severe victims 
and their families the validation and understanding that is desperately needed.  

     

Criminal use of ground and space based technologies, which can emit and direct radio waves, is probably the most 
dangerous thing humanity has been face with. Never, in the history of humanity, has there been a more crucial time for the 

Heart of humanity to rise into a strong, PEACEFUL, public stand for Freedom. I beg government and media officials, in 
America, as well as around the globe, to let your Hearts unite and stand up for us. 

 
   Please give this information the benefit of your doubt. Please copy and share this paper with as many people as possible. Gather 
loved ones and neighbors into supportive groups and stay calm and act peacefully. Avoid the sadistic covert program/secret society 
and follow your own Hearts above all else. Do what you can to protect yourself, especially your brain. Please help remedy the 
obstacle of radio wave blockers being illegal to obtain in some countries. Pray or wish for the full restoration of our Freedom and do 
all that you can to help stop criminal use of radio wave technologies.  

 
    ATTENTION GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS; There may be modes of technological “protection” that have been a sly enslavement and filters, which 
bypass the low frequencies used for mind control, built into radio wave detect and blocking technologies. I hope this is investigated. 
 
 

Find more information on; www.targetedinamerica.com 
 

This information is based on things I’ve either witnessed, experienced or sensed since the 1970s. I am Sharon Rose Poet. I was previously known as  
Sharon LaBree and Sharon Buck. My pen name was Namatari Neachi. My mailing address is Sharon R. Poet PO Box 383, Mont Vernon, NH 03057. 
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